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BBACK BODY RADIATION 

1. Raiiation in an enclosure at a Uniform-Temperarure. 

Let us suppose that we have ah enclosure heated to a red or 

white heat and suppose further that‘the walls are maintained at 

a constant temperature. 

' if different colored substances, such as green glass, pol¬ 

ished platinum , gold etc. are introduced into the enclosure we 

find that they lose their distinctive appearances as soon as they 

have attained the tfemperatuee of their surroundings. 

This phenomenon is due to thé eqaality of the radiation and 

absorption of a body at-a uniform temperature. For example the 

green glass powerfully absorbs the red rays coming from the en¬ 

closure but it emits an equal amonnt of red rays on its Own aocouh 
♦ 

owing to its high temperature. Thus within a vessel at a uniform 

temperature all bodies radiate in a similar way if we Include in 

their radiations the rays which they transmit , reflect or scatter. 

Theorem: if the radiations given out by a body depend only on 

the temperature and nature of the body and not oh the radiations 

that it receives then the radiation Within an enclosure at uniform 

temperature is independent of thé nature Of the materials of which 

thevwalls of the vessel are madd. 
t 

For suppose that we have two plates of the same mater¬ 

ial A and B and suppose further that A is receiving radiations from 

the external envelope E . 

i £ 
^ Now if A and B are at the same constant temperature 

6  —  ——• equal amounts of energy will be radiated from A to 
I 

B and from B to A, Hence A is neither gaining or losing energy on 

the sidd towards B ; and as its temperature is not changing, it must 

be radiating towards E an amount of energy equal to that which it 

receives. Because of the equality off radiation and absorption^cf 1 
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the raâivtion flf A is the same on both sides and therefore A roust 

be sending to B the same quaifcty of energy whioh it receives from 

E « The quality as well as the quanity of the radiation which B re¬ 

ceives from A must be similar to $hat of the radiation which A re¬ 

ceives from E ; for since the coefficient of absorption of a mater¬ 

ial depends on the quality (-.wave length):ofhtheincident radiation, 

B would not absorb the same proportion of the inoident rays as A 

if the two radiations differed in character.But since B is at the 

same constant temperature it must absorb the same proportion of in¬ 

cident tays as A. 

We conclude therefore that a body in temperature equilibrium 

emits radiations precisely similar to those that it receives. 

Tefinition . The absorptive power a of a body for the wave length 

X is the ratio of the radiant energy absorbed to the total inci¬ 

dent dadiant energy. 

Tefinition: The emissive power of a body for the wave length X 

is the limit approached by e^as dA approaches 0 where e^ is de¬ 

fined such that e^ d> is the radiant energy comprised between the 

wave lengths X and X + dX • 

Eefinition: A perfectly black body is a body which absorbs all 

the radiations which fall upon it of whatever wave lengths they 

ma y be, i.e. one that has-the power of retainigg for itself the 
lv\- 

total radiating energy which falls upon if.Radiatiogfta uniformly 

heated enclosure is generally referred to as black body radiation. 

The absorptive power of a black body is therefore equal to 

unity for all X • 

Zirchoffs Law: For radiations of the same wace lengths and the same 

temperature , the ratio of the emissive and absorptive powers is 

the same for all bodies and is equal to the emissive power of a 



perfectly black body. 

Suppose thatvse have a heated chamber as described in the first 

part of this paragraph. 

Now if dQ is the quantity of energy between wave lengths A and 

A ■+ dA t received in one second by unit surface of any of the bod¬ 

ies . It is known that dQ will be the same for all the bodies. 

Now any body whose absorptive power is a. will absorb a fraction 
A 

of the inoident energy a dQ , While the remainder(l - a^)dQ will 

be reflected or transmitted. 

If e ^ is the emissive power of the body for wave length A, the 

energy emitted will be ©A dA > if we consider only the emission 

proper to the body in virtue of its temperature. 

Now the total energy sent out by a body is the sum of the emis¬ 

sive and reflected energies or ( 1 - a ) dQ e di , and since 
A A 

equilibrium exists this is ejual to the energy received. Thus 

( 1 — a^ )dp ■+ e^ dA — dQ 

Now in the case of a perfectly black body a is equal to 1 
A 

■% 

and therefore if B is its emissive power, we have 
A 

E dA = dQ Substituting this value dQ in the 

above equatioh gives 

(1) (l - a. )E. t e. = E. , and therefore e =• a E or 
A A S' A A A A 

e^ Ja s E ^ . Q.E.D. 

If we consider a small element of area ds of a radiating 

surface, and confine our attention to wave lengths included in the 

limits A and A + dv , we see that the quantity of energy radiated 

per second within a small solid angle dw in a direction perpendicu¬ 

lar to ds may be expressed in the form i. dsdwdA , where i. is a 
A A 

constant for eacty wave lenglh A » and depends only on the nature of 
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the body and its temperature « We shall call the intensity odt 

emission.of the body for the given wave length* 

The energy emitted per second in a direction OA , making 

an angle 9 with the normal to ds , and comprised within a small 

solid angle dw , is , by the law of resolution of components, equal 

to i cosôdsdwdA . To find the total energy per second, a 
A . e' 

draw a hemisphere of radius r around 0 as centre; then y 

the area of the ring-element of area ABB*A* is 1 r 

2 
2Tir sin9d9, and the solid angle which it subtends at 

0 is 2TTsin9d9, so that the energy per second emitted from within 

the solid angle is 2TT1 sin9cos9 dsdM9 , 
* 

and we have, by integration since thfe total energy emitted in all 

directions is e^ dsdX , e^dsdjv* 2TTi^dsdx/sin9cos9d9, or 

Definition: If 9 is the temperature of a body when it takes in or 

ejects the quantity of heat dQ then the value^/dQ /9 — ÿ taken 

alomg any path drawn from the origin to any other point is the en¬ 

tropy of the body. 

2. refini^ion: Consideir the penoil of rays whioh is propagated 

from a point of the element of surfao-e do* as vertex in all directions 

of space and on both sides of dcr . Let 9 be the angle made by the 

normal of dcr with the direction of the radiation. Then a certain 

direction may be specified by the angle 9 ( between 0 andir) and 

by an azimuth § (between 0 and 27T)* The intensity in this direc¬ 
tion is the energy propagated in an infinitely thin cone limited 

by 9 and 9 + d9 and ^ and ^ \ d|. 
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If d.0- is the solid aivle of this cone, then the energy radiated 

in the time dt thru the element of area do* in the direction of the 

cone d-O. is 

K dt dcr oos9diV. or since cUxrsin© d9dj) this 

is . Ksin9cos9d*d{> lerdt . 

The quantity K i3 called the specific intensity of radiation. 

K is a positive function of position , time and the angles 9 and $>« 

In general the specific intensities of radiation in different direc¬ 

tion are entirely independent odl one another. If the radiation in 

all directions is aniform then K is constant with respect to 9 and 

i and therefore the tatal radiation thru dcr on the side on which 
r r^ 

9 is an acute angle is K / d(j> J d9 sin9cos9dcr dt 
o o 

e quai s ITKdcr dt. 

Definition: The specific intensity E of the whole energy radiated 

in a certain direction may be divided into the intensities of the 

separate rays belonging to the different regions of the spectrum 

which travel independently of one another* • 

Definition: The volume density of radiation is 

the ratio of the total quantity of energy of ra¬ 

diation contained in a volume element to the mag¬ 

nitude <bf the latter . 

Theorem: For radiation that is uniform in a 11 directions the vol¬ 

ume density of radiation is equal to 4TT" times the ratio of specif¬ 

ic intensity of radiation to the velocity of the energy radiation. 

Let us calculate first the amount of energy which is con¬ 

tributed to the anergy contained! in the infinitely small element 

of voliime dv by the radiation sent from an element d<rto dv. Let 

the linear dimensions of do" be small compared to those of dv «■•nd 
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and consider the cone of rays which starting at a point of dcrmeets 

the volume dv. This cone consists of an infinite number of conical 

elemehts with the common vertex at P a point of do* each cutting 

out of the volume dv a ceftain element of length say S,«, 

f is the area of oross section normal to the axis of the cond at 

a distance r from the vertex. 

If q denote the velocity of propagation then the time for the 

radiation to pass thru the distance S is 

This energy is distributed into the volume fs and hence summing 

up over all conical elements that start from do* and enter dv we 

Integration over all elements do* contained in the sur¬ 

face of the circumscribing sphere gives the total energy of radia¬ 

tion oontained in dv* 

Let dw denote the solid angle do^r^ of a cone which has 

its center in 0 and intersects the surface of the sphere in do: 

For radiation that is uniform in all directions K is acon- 

stant and henoe u *» 4'jTK/q. # 

Now the solid angle of such a conical element is f/r^ where 

'C ■= S/q. 

Then in (A) above we haved-fl-rf/r2 and 9=:0 , dt»T. 

Therefore the energy is 

have 

Then Total 

if u be the volume density of radiation, we have 
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Lefinition: If the intensity of radiation within the interval 

df is proportional to d* the radiation is called homogenous or 

monochromatic. r 
For polarized radiation K ** Jc ( Kv 4-K , ) d^ where/ rep¬ 

resents the frequency and Ky and Ky, represent respectively the 

largest and smallest values which either of the components of inten¬ 

sity may have, e.g. when 'jt* 0 andy**/2 

The components are defined by K^cos^J'-t K*. sin2*^ , amd 

Ky sin2^ H K ,cos2\Y • Both Kvand KJ, vary in general with the time 

and hence K « £ d Y (Kr + ) 

For unpolarized radiation is equal to Kl and hence 
/CO 

K =r 3 / K d Y 
0 

Y 

i 

Theorem: In the interior of a medium in a state of thermodynamio 

equilibrium the specific intensity of radiation of a certain fre¬ 

quency is equal to the coefficient of emission divided by the coef¬ 

ficient of absorption of the medium for this frequency. 

In Oder to prove this we shall calculate 

(1) The absorbed energy 

(2) The emitted energy and then equate these two as a condi¬ 

tion for equilibrium* 

(1) According to the relation (B) the conical element that 

starts from do-and cuts out the volumerftra part equal to fS has 

the intensity (energy radiated per unit time) 

or by the above theorem by con do- . ~ K 
A* 

sidering the different parts of the spectrum separately 

2d<r £ S* K d Y . 
rt* * » • » 

Hence the intensity of a monochromatic ray is 

2dO“— K dY 
Y 
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Now when ever absorption tafces place, the heat ray passirg 

thru th medium under consideration is weakened by a certain frac 

tion of i+s intensity for every element of path traversed . For 

a small! distance S this fration is proportional to S and is e- 

qual to vc S where is the coefficient of absorption. 

Therefore the amount of energy of the monochromatic ray 

absorbed in the small distance S in the time dt id 

SdtO^Sdcr^ KYdY . 

Summing this absorbed energy for all frequencies gives 

3dt#iC-S -5Lkx dY. 

Now let us perform the sum for all different cross sections 

f of the conical element starting at dcrand passing thru dv . 

Evidently ^ fS — dv and - 4T7T u A.'*' 
Hence the total radiant energy absorbed in the time dt by 

the volume element dv is* 8nTilvdt/.b^j. K^dV . 
o 

(£) Now the total energy in a range of frequency v to V + dV 

emitted in the time dt in the direction of the conical element 

d.0*, by a volume element dv is equal to 

dt dr dhdV2£yi where Sy is the coefficient of emis¬ 

sion of the medium for the frequency V'. 

Integrating over all directions and all frequencies gives 

87Tdt dv/d dY . 
o * 

(3) We are justified in assurr.irg that the emitted energy is e- 

qual to the absorbed energy at the thermodynamic equilibrium, 

for, if for any single color the absorbed were not equal to the 

emitted energy theree would be elsewhere in the whole medium a 

contintLOus increase or decrease of the energy radiation of that 

particular color at the expense oat the other colors. 

By equating the emitted and absorbed energy we obtain 
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^6ydY c X ocr K^d/. 

Now since each integrand is a non negative function^we can 

conclude that for each frequency . . 

(C) £r-
<*Y'Kv or - % (£) °*E* E* 

Suppost^ that a medium dees not at all absorb a 

ray whose frequency is v , then =-0. 

Then since Ky can not be infinite $V must also be 

zero and hence a medium does not emit any color that it does 

not absorb. 

A second conclusion is that if £y*0v»O then (C) is 

satisfied for all i.e. in a medium which is diathermous 

for a certain color, thermodynamic equilibrium can exist for 

any intensity of radiation whatever of that color. 

3 . Propagation in Lifferent Media. 

Let q be the velocity of propagation in medium A and q* 

be the velocity of the same ray in a second medium B. Let Kjand 

be respectively the specific intensities in A and B. Then, 

The spec ifio intensities of radiation of a certain frequency 

int the tw o media are in the inverse ratio of the squares of 

P p / 
the velocities of propagation, that is q q' . A proof of 

this is found in PlaneAsHeat Radiation , page 34. 

Now the quantity qS K r q^ does not depend on 

the natuVK^ of the substance and is therefore a universal func¬ 

tion of the temperature 0 and the frequencyfalone . 

This law states a property of radiation which is invariant 

for all bodies in nature and which need be known only for a sin¬ 

gle arbitrarily chosen body, in order to be stated quite gener¬ 

ally for all bodies* 
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Theorem: ' If the reflection of the radiation occurs at the sur¬ 

face of an absolute non magnetic conductor then the radiation 

pressure (see Clerk Maxwell) is equal to one third of the vol¬ 

ume density of radiation. 

Condider the energy of radiation Idt falling on the 

surface element dd" of the given conductor during a time element 

dt. Now from Poynting’s law of energy flow 

Idt r= q/4tT*(EyHz - EzHy) do"dt where Ey= f cos 0 , 

Hz = f , Ezsg , H = -g cos9 , if 9 is the angle the incident 
y 

ray makes with the normal,(see Planck page 51) where f and g are 

two arbitrary functions of the same argument (see theory of plane 

wave propagation). Then 

Idt •=. ^/4TT . eos9 (f2 -v g**) dcrdt. 

Now it is well known that the total mechanical force act¬ 

ing on a cylinder of cross sectioh dd*, extending from ze*o to 

infinity is '‘>2 2 3coa9 I 
d<r cos°9 (f* -V and therefore F= q 

(1) F - 2TT 

Now the energy radiated in the conical element d&asinOdGd^ 

in the time dt, on the element of area dd“is as we have already 

seen ( see page 5) Idt = KcosO dO-d«Tdt • 

Then substituting this value of I in (1) we £et 

F- 2 K cos2 9 d-O-. 

Now if we sum this force up for all conical elements we 

obtain the total pressure of radiation upon a unit surface. Hence 

p =. 2/q^ Kcos^9 dA*» where the integration with re¬ 

spect to <j> extends ffom zero to 2*11” and with respect to 9 from 

zero to ^T/2 . Now for black radiation K is independent of di- 
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redtion and hehce p •». k*l d9 cos?9sin© » 4^ K/3q. 

Now in article 3 page ( (o ) we had u: 4*TTT/q and hence 

p =1 u/3 . 

4. Stefan-Eoltzmann Ldj. In 1879 J. Stefan suggested,that the to¬ 

tal radiation of any body in temperature equilibrium is proportion¬ 

al to the fourth power of its absolute temperature, after examining 

the results of an experimentof Tynsdall. The following proof de¬ 

pends on a principle in the electro-magnetic theory of ligt{&» , which 

says that when ligtojfc is incident perpendicularly on a plane surface 

which is perfectly reflecting, it exerts a pressure on the surface 

equal to the density of the energy if the radiation( See Clerk 

Maxwell , Electrioity and Magnetism ,Vol2 page 440 ). 

ft  CL Let AC be a cylinder ofi unit section and of 

length a , whose sides are perfectly reflecting 

but the end AB is a perfectly black body at ab- 

^ v j, 
0
 solute temperature ©. Let the cylinder be closed 

by a perfectly reflecting piston P and let P be at any distance x 

from CD. 

Then the space between P and AB whose volume is 

a - x is filled with diffused radiations of a density u cor¬ 

responding to the temperature © of AB • When equilibrium is es¬ 

tablished le£ AB be replaced by a perfectly reflecting plate, 

< and let the piston be pushed towards AB a distance dx. 

Now the thermodynamic equation of work (see Preston 

Theory of Heat page 696) is dQ =. dU ^ dW • 

This states that the total energy dQ iapplied is 

expended partly in increasing the internal energy of radiation by 

an amount dU and partly in doing external wirk dW 
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Now U (a - x )u and dW =. -pdx where p is the pressure 

exerted by the radiation. 

Row by the preceding theorem dW= -1/3 udx then 

dQ r d£(a - x)u] - udx/3 

- (a - x) du - 4udx/3 . 

Now if is the entropy (see page 4) of the radiation 

then df) is equal to dQ/9 equals (a - x)du/© - 4udx/39 

It is well known that d^> is a perfect differential, for 

the value of (ji at any point depends only on the coordinates of 

the p^int(see Preston Theory of Heat page 725 or any Textbook 

on Heat). We have then 

du 

By comparing this equation with the preceding one we get 

(a - x )/© , — - 4u/39 . 

Sincs m oan wrlte 

( a-§-* ) =. - 4/3^^ (u/9) and since 9 is in¬ 

dependent of x , being only a function of u, this becomes 

1/9 = 4/3(1/9 - u/92 .d9/du) or 

du/u - 4 d9/9 

Integrate and we get 

4 
u - b 9 where b is independent of 9 • 
A A 

Lummer and Pringsheim have verified this law by a number ofl ex¬ 

periments . 

If U is the total radiant energy in a vôlume V then we can 

write U = b 94 V 
A 

Evidently the specific intensity of black radiation is 
4 

K _ cu/4*TT s bc9 /4<n~ . and the pressure of 

black radiation is p-b94/3 
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Eefini+ion ; When the volume and pressure ohange while no heat 

is allowed to e scape ffom it or enter from outside the changes 

are said to be adiabatic* 

5 • Wien's Displacement Law: If radiation of a particular wave 

length corredponding to a definite temperature is adiabatically 

altered to another wave length then the temperature changes in the 

inverse ratio, i«e. \ Ô—constant. 

In the following proof I shall assume Doppler's 

principle which states that if we suppose a sphere to expand with 

a small vais constant velocity c the wave length of the wave is 

increawed in each reflection# 
* 

JLLet XQ and 0Q be the original wavelength and 

periodic time and Xjand 9^ the wave-length and periodic time afO 

ter one reflection. 

Let us consider a perfectly reflecting spherical 
and suppose 

chamber with a ve :y small radiating body at the centej^thermody- 

namic equilibrium established, Now suppose that by some superhuman 

effort we cqn remove the radiating body and replace it by a small 

spherical mirror. Then all the rays will travel backwards and for¬ 

wards along the normals to thesurface* 

Let a particular wave strike the sur- 
— - ->   0 
^ A ft face of the sphere at A a* the time The 

next wave coming from the center P reaches A at the time ©0 but 

in the meantime the surface has moved ou* and is struck by the 

ware at B at the time 

(l) AB/c ~ t AB/q where q is the velocity of 

light. After reflection at B , the wave reaches A again at the 

time 
(s) 9\=9o + 2AB/q 
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Eliminate AB from (l) and (2) and we get 

and if we neglect the squares and higher powers of o/q Ae can 

write 9 i (q (■ 2c)90/q 

Now since q is constant the .;ave lengths are proportional 

to the periodic times and therefore 

= 6/©0 “U + 
2°)/^ 

Ao j 

The time taken by a wave iaragfch to go back to the 

central mirror and out again is 2r/q. The time that the surface 

takes to move out a distance dr is dr/c and therefore^-the—number 

n of reflections which occur in this time is 
d/t 

n =■ . ^— = qj c . dr/2r 
*y% 

Now the wave length is altered in the same ratio at each 

reflection and therefore if is the wave length after n refleo- 

tions * >. ( r- i ' - T )“e - 
° a/x 

Now it is well known that lim ( 1 -V l/x) rs ea and 

hence for c infinitely small the value of the w ave length 

for a gi""" **• ‘ 

if we neglect the squares and higher 

powers• 

Put d ~ X - X0 and thié becomes 

d/ /> - dr/r and the~eTore 

(l) */h r/r0 that is the wave length is increased 

in the same ratio as the radius 
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: : : : : : ?• 
Now if u is the density o'f'ehèrgy next to the surface 
o • .. • :v v 

ur* will be constant.   

The total energy U within*nthe sphere is 

ü — 47T J ur2dr - 4TTr3 u 
O 

If the sphere dilate uniformly so that the radius increases 

by dr the work done by the radiation is 4'TTr udr 

Hence the energy equation dQ =■ dU 4 df becomes 

dQ ~ 4TT(d(r3u) 4 r2udr ) * 4ÏÏr2(rdu <v 4udr). 

Now if we proceed as in the proof of the Boltzmann-Stefan ■ 

law .i.e. introduce the entropy,we obtain this law as before* 

Hence the law is equaily true for the directed radiation from a 

Point source .Since the process is adiabatic dQ;=- 0 and hence 

rdu 4 4udr =. 0 and therefore 

{Z) u/uQ = (r0/r)
4 and by (1) this is equal 

<v>j* 

4 
Now by Stefans law u/uo~(O/0o) and therefore 

(3) G/&0= *9^ * or 6Xr ©0XQ = const-jit 

6. Wiehs General Fotmula for the distribution of Energy in 

the Spectrum, Now in the sphere which we have just considered 

there exists radiations of all wave lengths which are perfectly 

independent of each other and all have their wave lengths altered 

in the same ratio (l). Now let r/rQ-=-k and let# us confina 

our attentions to wave lengths comprised between the values-^ 

and X Q 4 which become altered altered to X and X 4 ^ , 

Now by (1) X =• k^0 and X + &Xw k( XQ 4 S^0) hence 

SX* kS?k 

If Su0 is the original density of these radiations , it 

changes to Su where Suo= k4?u by (2) above. 
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But for a perfectly black body $u- cE^£A .( See proof of 

Kirehoff’s law ) • 

(6) E>=cf(A,*) 

Wien has not succeded in determing the form of the 

functionf(A,9) , which of fijiourse can not be done by thermodynamic 

reasonigg and electro-magnetic principles alone , but he has shown 

Jthaci how as soon as the form of the function is known for one tem¬ 

perature it mây be found for any other temperature, 

Now by (5) and (6) 

(7) fOs©)tf(AQJQQ) = Xo *' A** and by ^ weean write 

f(X,0)=. 05/©Q . f(9//90. ,©0) hence f(A,9) can be determined for 

all values of A if we know î(A0»%) for all values 

of \Q . From (3) and (7) it is obvious that if while varying X 

and © we keep the product A© r constant the function X f(>,9) must 

also be invariant . Hence this also must be a function of the prod¬ 

uct >9, so that our original function f(A»,9) must be of the form 

f(A,9)~ F(A©)/X
5
 . 

Hence Wien’s law becomes E ^5 X*® oF(A9) * 
ir 

o 

c 

n If for a definite temperature 9 we plot f(A,0) 

taking X as abscissa and f as ordinates, v;e 

shall obtaih a certain curve which may be said 

£ to represent the distribution of energy in the 

spectrum of a black body at the temperature 0 

From this curve we can get the corresponding 

curve for the temperature ©’ by changing all abscissa in the ratio 
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5 5 
©' :9 and all ordinates in the ratio ô î ©' • 

The form of the curve has been determined with consider¬ 

able a°curacy by Lummer and Pringsheim , and resembles the acomp- 

anying figure . 

le note that the intensity is small for every short and 

eigry long wave length , reaching a maximum for a definite wave 

length which is represented by OA and generally denoted by Am 

or *«ax ■ 

Let us notice the relation between Boltzmann's and yden's 

law • The value of K is given by the total area included between 
♦ 

the curve and the axis of the abscissa, and this area changes in 
4 V-avs 

to O' when the absoissa and ordinates^as has u the ratio of © 

been stated. 

Since the intensity of black radiation differs from the 

emissive power only by the faatorHT(see page 4) then 

i^o' A“5 FCXQ) 
7. ^i^n's Formula for the Eistribution f Energy in the Spectrum , 

Let A be a chamber whose internal surface is 

perfectly reflecting and let B be a perfectly 

transparent vessel within A • Suppose the 

space between these filled with a gas capa¬ 

ble of absorbing and emitting radiations. If 

the temperature of the gas is uniform the space within B , which 

we may take as a vacuum, will be filled with black radiât ion • 

The formula i - o.V“5 e (see Annalen der Physik) 
of 1896) * ^ 
has been derived by lien under the following assumptions : 

(1) Each molecule sends out r^ys whode wave length depends 

only on the velocity of the molecule and of which the intensity id 
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a function of this velocity. Since the wave length is a function 

of the velocity , the velocity may be regarded as a function of 

the wave length. 

(C) The energy of radiation of aavw leng+h between limits A 

and A v dA is proportional to the number of molecules sending out 

waves of this period and t.o a function pf the molecular velocity 

v . 

According to Lummer and Pringsheim the value of c^ should 

be 14000 when X is in microns and © is in degrees Centigrade. 

Wien's law is not accurate for small wave lengths but when 

9 is greater thah 3,000 it differs from the observed values by 

one per cent or less . 

The energy radiated between any -two wave lengths is 

- - 68* ^ 

At 

l v» = a - [=-* (* - y, - & - ‘£)j; 
and hence the total radiation i.e. for X|a0 and 00 is 

do . 

K i^ d>~ 6 C| /c^ 94 corresponding to the 

Boltzmann Sts fan Law K = bc©V4 55 C“94 hence 

c^oc^/6 where Or 5.32x 10 watts per sq. cm, according 

to Kurlbaum , hence OjS- 4^400. 

Now if we take logarithms of 

log i ■a log c - 51ogA - cz/X© hence 

-5 e 
-h we get 

- — jè- J. Cv/» _ and hence for a maximum we 

obtain Xmaxr V5® - « -1/® = 29«>/® • 

Of course by Wiens Displacement law Amax 6s constant. 

If Wien's fornula is used the constant is 2940 
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8 . Le je; lop .en* of the Quantum Theory. A number of theories 

have been advanced to calculate the quantity , function, f(A# ©) 

based on thermodynamic and electro-magnetic principles but in as 

much as none of the results agree with experiment I shall not de¬ 

vote much time to 'the discussion of them. Lofentz has developed 

a theory based on the emission by a thin metallic pjate (see 

Lorentz Theory of Electrons page 83). A widely different theory 

of the radialon of black bodies has been developed by Jeans • 

It is based on the theorem of the so called khsmxxaixsl eq.ui- 

partion of energy, which plays an important J>artr£n the kinetio 

theory of gases andin molecular theories in general. In its most 

simple form it was discovered by Maxwell in 1860; afterwards it 

was largely extended by Boltzmann asdx (see Jeans Kinetic Theory 

of Gases) . All these writers have been led to the same result 

namely that the energy of radiation in the ether per unit of 

volume, so far as it is due to vibrations whose wave length lies 

between y.and * d)> is 167T0d\/3\4 » or as is more generally 

written f(A *©)- where k is the gas constant generally 
• ► 

denoted by R. Now if we integrate between the limits >>=0 

and >=«owe obtain the total energy fo~ all wave lengths. This ex¬ 

pression is evidently infinite. Thus the total radiant energy per 

unit volume in temperarure eqilibrium with matter is infinite and 

not finite as we know by experiment. 

This result makes it imperative that we look for some 

other way of explaining tadiation at temperature equilibrium* I 

might remark here that any explanation by means of the Newtonian 

Mechanics leads to the same infinite value of the total radiant 

energy 
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Planck has been led to believe that the distribution of the 

energy according to wave lengths is not continuous and on this 

basis has developed his famous Quantum Theory. 

9. Planck's Formula. In the ordinary theory of gases, the 

"probability" that a system shall have its coordinates p( ,p2 ••• 

and momenta q,, qg.... within a range dp,, dp2 ««...dq , dq2.... 

is found to be of the form Ae“2kE dp,dp2 ....dq,dq2 ..... 

where E is the energy of the system in this configuration, A is 

a constant and k is given by 2kR^*=*l • Hence, if e is any amount 

of energy, the probabilities of the system having ebergÿes 0,^2 C , 
—Zk* 

3£ , ...... will stand id the ratios of l:e : e :&•••• 

Strictly speaking the probabilities which we ar^ discussing 

are not those of the system having energies 0 , £ , 2C. , .... 

but of Vts coordinates lying within equal infinitesimal ranges of 

values dp, , dp^, ..... dq^, dq^,..... surrounding these energies 

Consider a great number ,M, of vibrations and suppose of 

these N have zero energy. Then the nq£er which may be expected 

to have energy £. will be He " , the number which may be ex- 
~4lc £ pectedt to have energy 2£_, will be Ne , and so on. If we sup¬ 

pose , purely as a conjectural hypothesis thàt all of the M vib¬ 

rations have their energies equal to one or other of the values 

0 , £ ,2 £-, .... then we must have 

II - H ( 1+ e*2k% e"4kS e'6*4 *\ —  ov 
1 - e”Si£ 

The total energy of all these vibrations must be 

£Ne“Ske + 2£Ne~4kt4-3eNe“kfc* *  

of which the value , on summing and using the above relation is 
M c 

found to be   , 
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If the particular vibrations are those of wave length between 

^ andX -v d\ in a unit volume of ether the value of M must be 

taken to be 8TT^”4 dV and our formula assumes the farm 

^‘4dV-:Y 
We can pass to the problem of classical mechanical by pas¬ 

sing to the limit €=.0; for the vibrations are supposed capable 

of having energies 0 , £,2£-,..  , which when 

£0 means simply that the energy can have any value. Now when 

€ is small, the limiting value of   is l/sk or RQ, so 
e21c£- 1 

that fhe formula above rduces to 8TTR9 d>, , which agrees with 

the formulas of the preceding paragraph, as of course it should, 

and so does not agree with observâtioh. 

The generel forrula can however be put. in the form 

This will agree with Planck*s formula and also with observa¬ 

tion if we define £. by C-t hv* where h is Planck's constant and ^ 

is the number of vibrations per second • 

The quantities 0 ,£,2C, ...... are called by Planck quanta 

Einstein assumes that the molecules can exist only in certain 
Ql vue 

definite states and when a molecule jumps fromAs$ate to another 

the accompanying loss or gain of energy is always one complete 

quantum of the radiant energy emitted or absorbed. We may sum up 

Einstein's hypothesis as follows: 

Th_ interchange of energy between matter and i*adiation is 

always by single complete quanta of radiant energy . 

Radiant energy, regared s vibrations of an -tKireal medium 

can exist only in complete quanta, while Planck*s original deduc- 

tion of his law was based on the supposition 
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* 
The iraterial energy of Vibrating, resonators c n e^iat - n y in 
4 » 

complete quanta . 

The,assumptions that changes in the efaergy of resonators or 

vibrations folio® the Newtonian laws leads to the resuitof the 

preceding article, while the assumption that these changes occur 

by 3umps of amount K^naixta Cz h* leads to Planck's law* 

Poincaré provesthe converse theorem , namely that, 
that 

The hypothesis of quanta is the only onepleads to the law of Plar 

This is proven in his article in the Journal of Physics 

1922* 


